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Myopia is caused by excessive eye growth. Single vision lenses can fully correct the myopic refractive error. Moreover,

single vision lenses were investigated as myopia control method and control effects were compared between full-, over-,

under- and un-correction. Study results are controversial, however, no beneficial effect of over-, under- and un-correction

of myopia were found. Considering ethical reasons in children as well, current clinical advice is directed towards full-

correction of myopia if single vision lenses are the correction method of choice.
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1. Definitions

1.1. Myopia

Refractive errors are present when the ocular axial length does not match the ocular focal length. Subsequently, the focal

point is not located on the retina, but rather more anterior (myopia) or posterior (hyperopia) relative to the retina. In case

of myopia, this is commonly caused by an elongated eye, due to excessive eye growth. The overshoot of eye growth

("myopia progression") comes along with structural retinal changes, eventually leading to an increased risk of potentially

blinding pathologies, such as retinal detachments, macular degeneration, glaucoma and cataract . Therefore, various

so-called "optical myopia control interventions" have been under research, in order to slow down eye growth and myopia

progression . One of these strategies are conventional single vision spectacle lenses. Usually, these are used for full-

correction of refractive error, however, varying degrees of the amount of correction were investigated as myopia control

intervention in children.

1.2. Single Vision Spectacle Lenses

Single vision spectacle lenses are a non-invasive, simple and affordable technique for optically correcting refractive

errors, such as myopia. Here, a negative lens shifts the ocular focal point on the central retina. Spectacles are well-

established  and their working principle barely varies over time. Nonetheless, the WHO estimated in 2008 that around

153 million people over five years of age were considered as visually impaired as a result of uncorrected refractive errors

.

2. History and Background

Since the beginning of the 20th century , it has been speculated that the usage of spectacles may provoke the eyes to

become lazier, weakening eyesight and subsequently inducing a higher degree of myopia. While the general public

retains this idea , research on this topic has shown controversial results since then. During the last decades, the

complex interactions of myopia and its progression have been gradually unveiled. Although some major questions still

need to be solved, one main hypothesis prevails: the emmetropization process is over-ruled by a closed retinal feedback

loop between blur and eye growth, mainly driven by the amplitude and sign of defocus . While the exact mechanisms of

how the retina interprets the blur, or whether defocus is the major contributor or just a mediator, have not been clarified yet

, some authors have adventured into modelling in order to examine how full correction of the refractive error may

disrupt this loop .

3. Latest Research Data

For instance, Medina’s model  proposes that continuous correction of myopia using single-vision spectacles would

exacerbate the myopic condition. On the other hand, published clinical trials, which evaluated under-correction, did not

find such a clear relationship, as shown in Figure 1, revealing a non-significant influence on the refractive error of the eye

refraction.
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Figure 1. Forest plot displaying the refractive shift between different studies that reported data on under-correction versus

single vision spectacle wear (Adler 2006 , Chung 2002 , Li 2015 , Ong 1999 , Sun 2017  and Vasudevan

2014 ).

Still, a small trend can be elicited if the studies are sub-grouped, as shown in Supplementary Data 1 (S1). Thus, a

significant change can be observed when the amount of under-correction is more than 1 dioptre and even more when the

amount exceeds 1.5 dioptres, making the spectacles that are worn act in a myopigenic manner. Furthermore, the axial

length presents a non-significant change that can be observed across studies, as seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Forest plot displaying the axial length shift between different studies that reported data on under-correction

versus single vision spectacle wear (Chung 2002 , Li 2015 , Sun 2017 ).

It is noteworthy that a few other studies that report about under-correction vs. full correction were excluded for the

following reasons: (A) the possibility that monovision in monocular conditions  may influence eye development has not

been clarified yet and, thus, it represents another confounding factor; (B) language and data availability  (although

other studies cited it, it is only available in Japanese) and; (C) age of the subjects , as the emmetropization process is

assumed to finish around the age of six years, with myopia onset appearing around eight years of age . Therefore, an

intervention before this age cannot be compared with other groups whose subjects are aged from 7 to 13 years, such as

those in the included studies.

Another independent systematic review  also evaluated the overall outcome of studies with over-, mono-, un- and

under-correction versus full-correction in terms of refractive shifts. No positive effect of under-correction was proven, one

study even found faster myopia progression. However, one study compared anisomyopes (myopes with a refractive error

difference between both eyes of more than 1 D), who were fully corrected on one eye, but only under-corrected on the

other eye. Here, under-correction seemed to slow myopia progression. Regarding complete un-correction of myopic

children, studies are very controversial with opposite results, with increased or decreased progression of myopia.

However, research can agree that there is no benefit in over-correction of myopia, which is expected due to the defocus

theory. Due to the equivocal results, full-correction is advised, if myopic children are corrected with single vision lenses

.

4. Ethical Considerations

Leaving a child with un- or under-corrected myopia represents an ethical dilemma, because of reduced quality of life . 

Moreover, the poor vision caused by leaving the children not fully corrected or even under-corrected should not limit,

incapacitate or deteriorate school performance and daily life activities . For instance, a limit could be set at 1.00 dioptre,

which is similar to a deterioration of visual acuity of ≤ 0.5 LogMAR . This visual acuity is at the borderline of the

distance visual acuity demand for children sitting in the first row of a typically sized classroom .

5. Conclusion

To conclude, until more evidence is obtained, the ethical limitations surrounding under-correction or non-correction and

the unclear outcomes from the literature should preclude the clinical practice from recommending leaving the subjects not

fully corrected.
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